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- November 12 - World Orphans Day Summit
- November 13 - Filming interviews for Television Series HEARTS on Fire
The Stars Foundation™ and Duke University are excited that we are convening the World Orphans Day Summit in Nashville, TN. The Sessions of the Summit are being held at the luxurious Omni Hotel, downtown Nashville.

The Summit will feature dignitaries from around the world who are passionate and dedicated to the well-being of orphans and other vulnerable children left destitute from AIDS, wars, famine, natural disasters and disease. They will be conveying their country’s challenges, in regards to hunger, poverty, health and education. Throughout the duration of the Summit, a television production agenda will include filming for an internationally syndicated, 13 episode television series.

The Stars Foundation™ and Duke University, along with other strategic alliance partners will bring dignitaries, academia, NGOs and philanthropic corporations that can best address issues for facilitating a better world for our children. The synergistic working relationships will provide a platform to develop a Strategic Plan from this Summit that can be utilized for the next five years and updated throughout the future forums. The World Orphans Day Summits are being held to advocate on behalf of orphans and help fulfill our part of the United Nations Sustainable Goals 1, 2, 3 and 4. This Summit is a catalyst for change which has the power to enrich the lives of thousands of orphans around the world.

Duke University, one of the top leading universities in the world, joins The Stars Foundation™ in uniting partners globally to participate in World Orphans Day™ and the World Orphans Day Summit 2019. Spearheaded by Dr. Kathryn Whetten, Director of the Center for Health Policy & Inequalities Research at the Duke Global Health Institute, is strategically involved in coordinating Presenters and collaborative partners to this prestigious event. Corporate partners from the USA and abroad are being given opportunity to support, sustain and empower these children by offering donations, or sponsorship, and to be significant contributors through the “think-tank” platform for issues regarding orphans and children.

If you have received this document, then you have been selected because you have the power to make a substantial change in the life of orphans and vulnerable children.
Cheryl Robeson-Piggott, founder of The Stars Foundation™, and World Orphans Day™, has been advocating for orphans and disenfranchised children for decades. World Orphans Day™ is proclaimed on Monday, November 11, 2019. World Orphans Day™ is recognized in countries around the world the second Monday in November annually.

The Stars Foundation™ is an entertainment based 501(c)3 organization based out Nashville, Tennessee; dedicated to raising funds and awareness for the plight of children, orphaned or displaced by poverty, war, AIDS, and natural disasters. We raise money to help the orphans with food, medicines, shelter and contribute to other organizations.

We have successfully distributed over $113,000,000 in goods-in-kind for charities around the world. We are comprised of entertainment executives and celebrity ambassadors desiring to impact the world for the most vulnerable children, namely orphans and street children.

The Stars Foundation makes traditional media value donations to other partnering organizations which support orphan and disenfranchised youth. We provide the non profits with the media and public awareness that is necessary to fuel their mission in supporting disenfranchised children, and at risk youth. By combining heavy programming with television and radio, intermixed with Star power, The Stars Foundation brings a strong advocacy organization to causes championing the humanitarian rights of children.

“We connect People and Brands to causes that impact the lives of oppressed children around the world”
PROPOSED
Global Patron And Keynote Speaker For
The World Orphans Day Summit, November 12, 2019

Melania Trump
Current First Lady of the United States
& Wife of 45th U.S. President
Welcome

Dear World Changer,

We have set the global philanthropic stage for this historical event with spectacular music performances, keynote speakers and profound educators who will be focusing on several core issues which are at the root of all suffering in our youth today.

By attending this Summit, you will be given the opportunity to voice your concerns, obtain new knowledge, implement positive changes and become part of the solutions.

All First Ladies will have the opportunity to address millions of television viewers in specially produced HEARTS ON FIRE documentary style television series being aired in 40 countries. Corporate partners will receive air-time exposure and recognition.

We know these issues of the youth are important, so register early to ensure availability. We look forward to seeing you at the Summit!

Sincerely,
Cheryl Robeson-Piggott
Founder of World Orphans Day™ and The Stars Foundation™

November 11-13, 2019
Hearts on Fire television series is being produced for an American and International television audience. The series is designed to ignite and inspire Christians to walk in their calling with passion. Hearts on Fire is infused with high profiled public figures and dignitaries from all walks of life, who have passionately embraced their gifts from God to give Him Glory. On-air guests from the summit discuss the plight of displaced children and issues of concern such as food insecurity and water shortage with a call to action from the armchair viewers. The series is designed to inspire the young and older generations with hope to live their lives abundantly for Kingdom purposes.

Hearts on Fire testimonies, combined with Love in Action deeds and powerful on location footage, portrays mission works exemplified throughout the kingdom of God. Topics include; health, education, food insecurity, sex trafficking, addictions and youth in crisis.
An Invitation to Help Solve...

Water Crisis
Foster Care/Adoption
Street Kids, Drugs and Sexual Trafficking
Health Issues
Lack of Education
Orphan Residential Care
Affiliate Partners
(Partial List)

MEDIA PARTNERS TO DATE:
The Facts

There are about 460,000 orphans in the United States.

99% of orphans will never be adopted.

Out of the 21.3 million refugees worldwide, half are under age 18.

20 million children are orphaned in India.

By the end of the decade, it would take 80,000 orphanages holding 500 children each just to house the children orphaned by AIDS in sub Saharan Africa alone.

There are estimated over 1.2 million trafficked children each year globally.

400,000 orphans die every year of malnutrition.

Every 2 SECONDS a child becomes an orphan.

There are over 130,000,000 orphans in the world.

2,102,400 more children become orphans every year in Africa alone.

There are over 130,000,000 orphans in the world.
**Our Mission**

**KEY BELIEF #1**
Our purpose is to provide resources of sustainable living modalities, medicine, nutrition, clean water and spiritual growth for the orphans and displaced children of the world.

**KEY BELIEF #2**
Nothing can ever fully replace the loving care of an actual parent; however, when tragic circumstances prevail, community based orphan care programs are a top priority.

**KEY BELIEF #3**
We have created this Summit to provide solutions to help solve the global issues for orphans. Children are in need of not only love and care, but the physical needs of clean water, food, housing and education. The Summit provides an opportunity to disseminate information that provides resources through relationship building to bring cutting-edge technologies to third world countries. By implementing the strategies presented at The World Orphans Summit, you will be a catalyst to help solve the world orphans’ care issue.
The Problem

The bleak, haunting eyes of the children express it all. Hunger is rampant throughout the world. Seventy percent of the 130,000,000 orphans claim hunger as the number one problem they face. The African continent is plagued by AIDS, war and famine, leaving millions homeless and starving. If you are reading this, you have the power to make a difference.

The Caribbean, Central America, and South America are devastated by the millions of street children, living on the streets, panhandling for their food. Some as young as five roam the streets in search of the next meal from a trash can. Some make mud cakes to eat in the poorest of poor countries. It is heart-wrenching to watch and devastating to do nothing.

Many young people, children even, have been lured into the sexual human trafficking world out of hunger and a need to sleep under shelter. This is the most horrendous injustice and oppression of our time! Slavery, of the young, the helpless, the hungry, and the naïvete has to be stopped and we are serving as a voice to the silent by advocating for them in parliaments and airwaves around the world.

Together, we are building wealth and a solid future for these children beyond measure. All it takes is your time and conscious efforts. These are precious humans who hurt and who need love. We have special programs and incentives that fulfill these needs and bring to light the solutions to resolve the real problem. We know we have succeeded when everyone on earth feels love and inspiration to create from their true purpose.
Summit Objectives

Addressing the United Nations Sustainable Goals for helping children worldwide:

- Goal #1 No Poverty
- Goal #2 No Hunger
- Goal #3 Better Health & Well-Being
- Goal #4 Quality Education for All

A portion of the focus will be on the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and is focusing on Sustainable Development Goal #2: This goal is targeted: By 2030 to end hunger, achieve food security, improve nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture. The partners of the United Nations Sustainable Goals Initiative have promised to achieve ending hunger by 2030. As a committed partner in support of the UN Sustainable Development Initiative, we need your help! You help just by showing up.
Creating Solutions

- Global impact for the Children
- Sustainable Living Solutions
- Improved Residential Care for Orphans
- Girl Empowerment and Educational Programs
- Street Kids, Addictions, and Afflictions
- Leadership Mobilization

This event is for the dignitaries will carry the torch for future generations. By taking the time to attend the Summit, you make a huge impact on these children.

You will be building lasting relationships, teaming up with other nations’ leaders and collectively solving the orphan crisis. Within this short amount of time, you will be empowered with more knowledge and relationship building opportunities that will allow for more resources to your country’s individuals so they can thrive.

The content of the Summit is woven into an American backdrop of music and movie entertainment as celebrity hosts appear throughout the week.
The World Orphans Day Theme Song

“Lean on Me” by Kirk Franklin

Country/Pop MultiArtists Collaboration

Featured Artist: Confirmed Dolly Parton

PRODUCER  Kent Wells Productions, Dolly Parton’s Producer

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS of SONG & MUSIC VIDEO
Kent Wells, Cheryl Robeson Piggott, Roger J. Piggott
**Global Patron of World Orphans Day™**

**His Excellency Peter Mutharika,** President of Malawi, won the 2014 general elections and was sworn as the president of Malawi on May 30, 2014. He won the election by gaining 36.4% of the total votes.

President Arthur Peter Mutharika excels in international law, comparative international law, and international economic law. He is an educator and a politician. He taught for 39 years at Washington University in the USA. He also taught at Makerere University (Uganda), Rutgers University (USA), and the London School of Economics (UK) among others.

In 2009, he was elected as a Member of the Malawian Parliament. Peter Mutharika served as minister of Agriculture, minister of Foreign Affairs, minister of Education, Science, and Technology, and minister of Justice and Constitutional Affairs.

**Global Patron of World Orphans Day™**

**First Lady Gertrude Mutharika,** First Lady of Malawi, is the incumbent First Lady of Malawi. She married President Peter Mutharika on 21 June 2014. Maseko originates from the village of Kapasule in Balaka District. She was a member of the National Assembly for the DPP between 2009 and 2014, having been elected in the 2009 general elections.

**The Stars Foundation™, Global Patron of World Orphans Day™**

**Imperial Highness Prince Ermias Sahle Selassie** is the President of the Crown Council of Ethiopia. The Crown Council has pursued a mission devoted to the promoting a cultural and humanitarian role. His HIH Prince Selassie is currently focused on The Water Initiative for Africa, a 501(c) 3 in the USA patronized by Prince Ermias. Prince Ermias is also patron of the Haile Sellassie Fund for Children in Need. He is the grandson of Emperor Haile Sellassie of Ethiopia.
World Orphans Day Summit

Omni Hotel Nashville
November 12, 2019

Keynote Speakers

HIH Prince Ermias Sahle Selassie and Princess Saba

Proposed

First Lady Melania Trump
Lord David Alton of Liverpool, England - World Orphans Day - Co-Honorary Chairman

For 18 years David Alton was a Member of the House of Commons and today is an Independent Crossbench Life Peer. He began his career as a teacher and, in 1972, while still a student; he was elected to Liverpool City Council as Britain’s youngest City Councillor. In 1979 he became the youngest member of the House of Commons and, in 1997, and when he stood down from the Commons, he was appointed a Life Peer. His motto on his Coat of Arms is taken from the Book of Deuteronomy: Choose Life. Lord Alton is a widely known human rights activist and engaged on several continents in human rights issues. He also is legendary for supporting pro life and Christian values.

Dr. Hetherwick Ntaba Chief Presidential Advisor on Domestic Policy to the President of Malawi, H.E. Peter Mutharika, and Honorary Chairman for the World Orphans Day Gala for The Stars Foundation™

Dr. Hetherwick Ntaba is a Malawian medical doctor and politician, and former Publicity Secretary of the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP). Ntaba served as Minister of Foreign Affairs from 1993 to 1994. Later, he was Secretary-General of the DPP. He recently served as Malawi High Commissioner to the United Kingdom.

Senator Lamar Alexander a seventh-generation Tennessean born and raised in Maryville, was twice elected governor of Tennessee. He has always believed that in most cases the best decisions are made by those closest to the people.

The governors named Sen. Lamar Alexander as the first-ever recipient of the award for his work to fix No Child Left Behind. The new education law Alexander worked to pass was signed by the president in December 2015. The Wall Street Journal called it “the largest devolution of federal power to the states in a quarter century.” He has previously served as president of the University of Tennessee and as U.S. Secretary of Education under George H.W. Bush.
Cheryl Robeson-Piggott Founder and CEO of The Stars Foundation™

Cheryl’s advocacy work is in championing the lives of the underprivileged with her vision on enhancing the lives of millions through strategic relationships. With a lifetime commitment to orphans, homeless, exploited and abused children, Cheryl engages high profile dignitaries and celebrities to convey the campaign causes, and to generate resources for the children. She has had the honor of working with numerous royalty, celebrities and heads of state and ambassadors to fight for the rights of children globally. Governor Bill Haslam appointed Cheryl as an Ambassador of Goodwill for the state of Tennessee in 2014.

Mr. Motoi Tauchi Chairman of the UN World Orphans Day Promotion Committee and the Vice President of The Stars Foundation™

Mr. Motoi Tauchi has lived his life in dedication of the commitment to orphans that was the legacy of his mother Tauchi Chizuko and his father Yun Chi-ho. His Mother cared for over 4,000 orphans in her lifetime as the Mother of all orphans in Korea.

Dr. Kathryn Whetten is the Director of the Center for Health Policy and Inequalities Research which is part of the Duke Global Health Institute at Duke University, Durham, North Carolina.

Currently, Whetten and her intervention, service and research team have research projects that address issues surrounding HIV/AIDS, mental health, substance abuse, being orphaned or abandoned, social justice, and poverty in the US Deep South and in less wealthy nations. She and her team work with colleagues in: the US Deep South; Tanzania; Kenya; Ethiopia; Cameroon; Malawi; India; Cambodia; and Russia conducting research and interventions.
The name Ellen Campbell has become synonymous with abuse prevention and recovery in Canada. In recognition of her work and the national influence achieved by CCAA, in December 2006, the Honorable Vic Toews, Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada appointed Ms. Campbell to The Ministers Advisory Committee on Judicial Appointments for Ontario.

Abuse Hurts (Canadian Center for Abuse Awareness) is determined to ensure safety for newborn babies. Discarding a newborn baby is the earliest form of abuse. Because of its nature and our government system, Safe Haven-type law must be proposed, passed, and enforced in each individual province. Abuse Hurts and The Stars Foundation have begun an advocacy program working together to bring the issue of Baby Death by Abandonment before the Canadian Government, to encourage Safe Haven laws in Canada.

Edward Qaser, Executive Director, EGM Pakistan - World Orphans Day Chairman, Pakistan

Serves as a Leader in a humanitarian organization that implements various community based programs and empowerment projects with Orphan Centers, Computer centers, Sewing Centers, Scholarship programs, and Food distribution programs. Over 85 pastors are working together to support these mission projects to mitigate the effects of poverty, disease, illiteracy and disasters.

Roger J. Piggott CEO, Iceman Television and The Stars Foundation’s ™ VP of Broadcast, Media & Public Relations

Roger has successfully produced over 550 episodes in sports programming in Long Drive Golf and Offshore Powerboat Championships. These television series have been broadcast in over 46 countries worldwide. His current television production projects include HEARTS on Fire TV and For God and Country TV Series, both inspirational faith and family skewed television programming for The Stars Foundation™. Roger has a distinguished career as an expert independent television producer and promotional consultant for numerous fortune 500 companies and tourism boards throughout the world.
Robin Gordon, Gordon Law Group - World Orphans Day Summit, Event Trustee

He was first introduced to private practice as an associate with a well-known litigation and entertainment firm in Nashville, TN. During his early years, he represented artists such as George Jones, Tammy Wynette, Ronnie Milsap, and Garth Brooks. In 1996, Robin created the Gordon Law Group, PLC with a focus on entertainment, small business, and litigation. With his new practice, Robin continued to represent publishing companies, record labels, and influential songwriters, musicians, and artists. The firm has expanded its focus since its beginning in the mid-nineties to represent clients in contract negotiations, litigation, general business issues, domestic matters, and estate planning.

Gary & Renee Van Dyke founded Food for Orphans and began feeding orphans in 2007. In 1999, they visited orphan projects in Lima, Peru and were dramatically impacted by the conditions in which they witnessed how the orphans lived. When asked what their biggest challenge was, the caregivers all repeated, “The lack of Food.” Thus Food for Orphans was created to address this most pressing and urgent need...food.

Troy Miller CEO, National Religious Television Network
Honorary Chairman World Orphans Day - Tennessee

In 2005, the National Religious Broadcasters Association approached Troy Miller with a plan for a television network. His dynamic energy and vision, coupled with strong affiliate partners and production teams have created a powerhouse in modern faith and family programming. Every program that the NRB Network airs is independently produced. Their lineup is diverse ranging from preaching and teaching programs on Sunday to shows about nature, history, public policy, financial education, fitness, music, sports, and travel the rest of the week. The NRB Network is available to 50 million U.S. households.
DJ Khamis – Chairman of the International Art Auction

An international artist, based in Scottsdale, AZ, Delbert Joseph Kharmis is known for spreading peace and goodwill for intercultural and interfaith relations through his artwork. As a former art gallery owner in Kauai, Hawaii, his painting “The Last Orca” was donated to the Save Our Seas International Convention and used by the United Nations on invitations to all world leaders.

DJ Khamis is known throughout the world as a top artist, and he has donated many fine art pieces to numerous international organizations. DJ Khamis has offered to donate a painting of the WORLD ORPHANS DAY televised golf event signature hole providing new original artwork to the World Orphans Summit and will be facilitating our International Art Auction online.

JAMES TITUS – East Africa Uganda AMICAALL Country Director, Uganda
Honorary Chairman, World Orphans Day - East Africa

James is the Program Director for the Alliance of Mayors and Municipal Leaders Initiative for Community Action on AIDS at the Local Level (AMICAALL) and heads up the Uganda Chapter. Our proclamation for World Orphans Day™ was read and filmed for inclusion in the HEARTS on Fire™ Television series. Over 450 mayors and urban leaders including President Museveni proclaimed World Orphans Day™. Titus is a board member of the Global Fund for AIDS and Malaria.

SONNIE GITONGA Chairman World Orphans Day - Kenya

Recently appointed to the globally commemorated day, as Chairwoman of World Orphans Day™ - Kenya, Sonnie Gitonga brings event experience and passion for the cause of orphans and empowerment of girls in Kenya. She is driving a movement in East Africa to call on governmental authorities to proclaim the Second of November each year World Orphans Day™. Sonnie advocates through The Stars Foundation for a UN sanctioned World Orphans Day in Nairobi, Kenya, drawing government support including US Ambassador John Gration and his wife Judy, the corporations Shell and BBC Africa.
Kent Wells, Producer

Grammy nominated producer, Kent Wells is a veteran musician, songwriter and performer who has toured and recorded with many of the major artists in the music industry including Dolly Parton, Reba McEntire, Kenny Rogers, Brooks and Dunn, Travis Tritt, Oak Ridge Boys, Lee Greenwood and Keith Whitley.

As a producer, his credits include Dolly Parton’s two highest Billboard Album Chart debuts in her entire storied career and produced multiple RIAA Certified Gold and Platinum awarded and chart topping record projects for her in the U.S., Europe, Australia and the U.K. Kent Wells has donated his services to The Stars Foundation for the recording of our Theme Song project with World Orphans Day.

Shawn Parr, Emcee - World Orphans Day Summit
Ambassador of Goodwill, The Stars Foundation

Shawn Parr is no stranger to Country radio. Before joining NASH Nights Live, he was the voice of KKGO after spending years at the Los Angeles powerhouse KZLA. He has also been the voice of Dick Clark Productions for the past two decades, and his work includes announcing the American Music Awards, the Golden Globes and the Academy of Country Music Awards. Shawn Parr has been a talent in the music and country music industry for over 25 years. Shawn has announced the ACM Awards for over 25 years. Shawn will be interviewing celebrities the World Orphans Day Summit.

Joe Taggert, World Orphans Day Summit

Joe Taggert - The Highly esteemed golf professional from Kingsport, TN served nearly 20 years as the COO of the Tennessee PGA, the Tennessee Golf Association, and Tennessee Golf Foundation. He was the original Tournament Director of the Vince Gill “The Vinny” Pro Celebrity Invitational. Joe was inducted into the Tennessee Hall of Fame in 2012.
**Nashville Executive Council**

**World Orphans Day Summit**

---

**Harry Taylor,** Director of Golf, Opryland Springs Golf Links
Nashville Executive Council

At Gaylord Springs Golf Links, Harry brings his invaluable club design and fitting knowledge gained by working with his staff players such as Lee Trevino, Lanny Wadkins, Paul Azinger, Nick Faldo, Jeff Sluman, Bob Tway, Billy Andrade and Luke Donald.

A native of Old Hickory, Tennessee, Harry is heralded as one of the premier golf club designers in the world. A University of Tennessee alum, Harry played the PGA Tour for more than 10 years and developed a reputation as a superb golf designer. Teaming with Taylor Made Golf Company founder Gary Adams, he became the “Taylor” of Taylor Made.

He has served as Vice President, Golf Product Design and Development/Player Promotions with Mizuno USA. Many legendary golf brands were developed under Harry’s guidance including the Taylor Made Burner Series, the Founder’s Club Product line, and the Mizuno T-ZOID, MP Series, MX Series and most recently, the MP 32 and MP 60 “Cutmuscle” designs for Mizuno, USA.

---

**Bo Casey,** Gaylord Springs Golf Links, Tournament Coordinator for World Orphans Day Golf and Royal Gala

Bo has served the Golf community of Nashville at both the Vanderbilt Legends Golf Club and Opryland Spring Links Golf Club for over 20 years. His thoroughness and detail oriented event execution on the golf course is well known in the State of Tennessee.
Cheryl Robeson-Piggott is Founder and CEO of The Stars Foundation™ and founder of World Orphans Day™. Her advocacy work is in championing the lives of the underprivileged with her vision on enhancing the lives of millions. Her focus is on improving conditions for the homeless, orphaned and abused children and engages her celebrity base of professionals to help convey that message.

Cheryl is continuously thinking of new ways to encourage generous corporate philanthropic community and governmental agencies to release funding for The Stars Foundation™ to assist the children in need. In support of her Board and Ambassadors of Goodwill champion, she has successfully facilitated the generation of over $113,000,000 goods-in-kind and cash donations to worthy causes, via The Stars Foundation™ and directly to other organizations, including the launch of, World Orphans Day™ in 2006.

As a respected professional, Cheryl was recently appointed an Ambassador of Goodwill for the State of Tennessee by Governor, Bill Haslam. She is happily married to Roger J. Piggott, a television producer from Canada, whose passion for humanity and its’ Kingdom commission has greatly enhanced the progress and implementation of the World Orphans Day™ agenda. She is a visionary and co-founder of the World Orphans Summit. More information can be obtained by visiting TheStarsFoundation.net.
Attend the 2019 Summit!

Our Attendees can expect numerous top philanthropic CEOs of corporations, governmental NGOs from the United Nations, members of US Senate and Congress, European and African parliamentarian leaders and spectacular presentations represented at the Summit. We have been fortunate to aid families and children by distributing medicines, food and necessities over the past six years. Over $113,000,000 in goods-in-kind have reached the most destitute families in remote villages of the world. The aid has been sent to Africa, the Caribbean and Central America and USA Veteran organizations.

Registration is on the website at TheStarsFoundation.net or by calling (USA) 704-978-9054.